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ABSTRACT
We present preconditioned interval Gauss-Siedel method and interval LU decomposition for finding solution to
the interval linear system of equation Ad=b where the nxn coefficient matrix A lies between two bounds
 bbbandAandA , .  It is found out that preconditioned interval methods of Gauss-Siedel and LU have
substantial reduction of excess widths of the interval hull of the solution set.  In particular we also give our results in
terms of midpoint-radius arithmetic for Gauss-Siedel method in the sense analogous to (Rump,1999)  and (Gargantini
and Henrici,1972) circular interval arithmetic.
KEY WORDS: linear systems, LU factorization Gauss-Siedel method, preconditioning matrix, reliable computing
INTRODUCTION
Across all branches of Engineering and Sciences, computational methods provide the quest for reliable
results.  Reliability is achieved only if all sources of errors, approximations and uncertainty are accounted for (Hayes,
2003), (Moore, 1966) and (Rump, 1999) are good references behind this theory.  Measurements are always not 100%
accurate.  Any one working in Engineering discipline, Physical Sciences, Technical discipline will surely inquire about
the effect of rounding error and propagated error due to inexact initial data or uncertain values of parameters in any
mathematical models, (Kreinovich and Longpre,2004).  To describe this, consider the measurement
~
ix  made by a
manufacturer of an equipment.  Due to this measurement error defined as iii xxx  ~ , the image
 nxxxFy ~,...,~,~~ 21  of data processing became generally different from the actual error yy  ~  of the result of
the data processing y.  With this we are able to understand some information about errors of direct measurement.
Assuming we perform a measurement and obtain a measurement result ix~ .  We can find the exact (unknown) value









Let  x   be replaced by   xandbaa 11 ,][

   be replaced by     IRwhereIRbab  22 ,  is the set of intervals
with real components, then the properties of interval arithmetic operations can be found in (Alefeld and
Herzberger,1983), (Kreinovich and Longpre,2004), (Moore,1966), (Neumaier,1990 and 1986) as follows:




























The use of interval arithmetic has some important advantages in numerical computing.  See for example, (Gau and
Stadtherr,2002),  (Oishi and Rump,2002), (Kearfott,1996) and the cited references therein. However, the operations of
this interval arithmetic are so delicate that wrong interpretations can lead to utterly wrong results. Other reason is that
interval arithmetic cannot eliminate round off errors, but it can fence it in.  Thus when a result d falls between two
floating point values, those nearest representable numbers become the lower and upper bounds of the interval  dd , .
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d   are themselves numbers that have
no floating point representation (cf, Rump, 2001) and ( Hayes, 2003).
Another area where interval arithmetic distinguishes itself from ordinary floating point arithmetic is that in general, an





dd ,  there is no interval for which
     0,0,,  ccdd .  Interval arithmetic does not possess multiplicative inverse too, that is there exists no pair of
degenerate intervals for which      1,1,,  ccdd .
  Since we will be dealing mostly with interval vectors and interval matrices, then we define nxnnnxnn IRIRIRRR ,,,,
to signify the set of real vectors with n components, the set of real nxn matrices, the set of intervals, the set of interval
vectors with components and the set of nxn interval matrices, respectively  (Kearfott 1996) and, ( Neumaier 1990).









In (1.2), we have expressed dA~  in terms of end points of elements of A because we know the signs of the
components of d.  Thus we have a system of interval linear equation in the form
   bbdAdAdA ,~,~~  (1.3)
We expect that the variable d~  must be such that the intervals intersect.  It follows that
bdAandbdA  ~~ (1.4)
One assertion of interval arithmetic is that it can be used to test naturally the Brouwer fixed point theorem, (Ning and
Kearfott,1997).  The Brouwer fixed point theorem in interval arithmetic asserts that , if ID  is a homeomorphism to the
closed unit ball in nIR  and G is a continuous mapping such that G maps ID  into ID , then there is nIRd   for
which d=G(d).
Rump’s interval matrix operations
Rump’s operations as defined in (Rump,1999) on interval matrix are quite similar to circular interval arithmetic















21 aar , thus  raraa cc  , . The corresponding
arithmetic operations for two intervals ],[,],[ 2211 rbrbbraraa cccc   will now take the form given by
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The purpose of this paper is to show that preconditioning the interval linear system (1.1) before employing the interval
Gauss-Siedel method and LU factorization has substantial gains in reduction of excess widths than using crude
interval Gauss-Siedel method and LU factorization especially for intervals whose widths are small since experience
also showed that it can produce utterly overestimated results when the interval widths are large.
The Methods
In this section we will describe interval Gauss-Siedel method and the LU factorization as approximate solution
set to the interval linear system (1.1).  For detailed description of Gauss-Siedel method one can consult (Ortega and
Rheinboldt, 2000) see also (Ning and Kearfott, 1997), (Alefeld and Herzberger,1983).
In the case of LU factorization one solves a kind of linear system
LUd=b                   (3.1)
by an explicit splitting as follows:
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where
jim ,  are the elementary matrices called the multipliers, the  nnjiu ji ,....2,1,..2,   are the upper triangular
elements of the decomposed matrix A.











         End for loop
For i=n,n-1,…,1















The error analysis in LU factorization can be seen as follows:
Assuming that d* is an approximate solution to the system of equations (1.1).  We consider the problem of calculating
the bounds of

  *1 dbA  where

d  is the infinity norm in nIR .
We suppose that there is an approximate inverse matrix B to the interval matrix A together with approximate solution
*d  in system (1.1).  Multiplying through equation 3.1 by the approximate inverse matrix B will give what is called
preconditioned interval LU decomposition. It is known (Ortega and Rheinboldt,2000) that 1

IBA  implies that
1)(  IBA  which proves the existence of 1A .  Together with application of Perron-Ferobenius theorem, we
have that ddBAI 





















.     (3.4)
We will further assume that LU factorization is given as described above say, with a permutation matrix P in the form
PALU  .  We can then compute the approximate inverses UL AandA  of L and U by replacing B by PAA UL .






*1 dbA  where we set

 )*(, bADPAAIPAAA LULU 
Employing interval Gaussian elimination to system 1.1, we see that interval widths tend to grow.  Let us note that the
interval Lu factorization described earlier is always obtained from   interval Gaussian elimination. One can overcome
this defect of wider interval widths if we precondition the interval linear system whereby we multiply the linear interval
system Ad=b by an appropriate inverse of the centre of A.  The wider the vector b the wider the solution set will be.
The closer the inverse midpoint matrix is to an identity matrix, the less the preconditioning step tends to enlarge the
solution step. As attempt in solving for the solution to system 1.1, let us note that concept of fixed point mapping
nn IRIRIDG :  to be satisfied is essential. Thus for a non singular preconditioning matrix B it is that f(d)=0 if
and only if G(d)=d, where G(d)=d-Bf(d) in the sense of Brouwer’s Fixed point theorem. On the basis of this, the
equation G(d)=Ad=b will  be rewritten in the form:
G(d)=d-B(Ad-b) (3.5)
This implies that Bb+(I-BA)d=G(d).The essence of equation 3.5 helps to prove the sufficient conditions for the
existence of a fixed point and error analysis in our solution to system 1.1. Let us note that every contraction in
nIRID   is Lipschitz continuous.
As a remark we define the interval Gauss-Siedel iteration in the form
),,(, 10 ll dbAddd      , ( l=0,1,2,..)            (3.6)
Thus the preconditioned interval Gauss-Siedel iteration with an approximate real point inverse matrix B of interval
matrix A is the equation
,..)2,1,0(),,,(, 10   ldBbBAddd ll   (3.7).
Let us note that for all 0l  the components of the Gauss-Siedel iteration (3.6) satisfy



















   (3.8)
Where   is a graph connecting i and k.
Numerical Experiment
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The following table1 gives the result from the application of Interval Gauss-Siedel method without preconditioning.
Table 1
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We halt iteration after four successive complete cycles.  The result for LU factorization method is given in table 2.
Table 2:  Interval Lu Factorization (3.1)
id RESULTS




Table 3: (Results for Preconditioned Interval Lu Factorization (3.1))
id RESULTS


















Table 5:  (Applied Rump’s operation on Gauss-Siedel method (3.8))
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CONCLUSION
From results presented in Tables 1-4, it can be observed that those of preconditioned interval Gauss-Siedel
(3.7) and preconditioned LU factorization method (3.1) have substantial reduction in excess widths  in the solution hull
to system 1.1 which are shown in Tables 3 and 4 wherein we implemented  (Moore,1966) version of interval arithmetic
in Tables 1-4. Practically, is the simultaneous construction of two sided converging sequences to their respective limits
taking advantage of outward rounding wherein one is the sequence of lower bounds on the enclosures converging to
the range infimum, and the other is the sequence of upper bounds on the enclosures converging to the range
supremum.  This is in sharp contrast to the midpoint-radius interval results presented in table 5 for Gauss-Siedel
method without preconditioning.
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